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Abstract
We propose a methodology for automatic generation of
divide-and-conquer parallel implementations of sequential
nested loops. We focus on a class of loops that traverse readonly multidimensional collections (lists or arrays) and compute a function over these collections. Our approach is modular, in that, the inner loop nest is abstracted away to produce
a simpler loop nest for parallelization. The summarized version of the loop nest is then parallelized. The main challenge
addressed by this paper is that to perform the code transformations necessary in each step, the loop nest may have to be
augmented (automatically) with extra computation to make
possible the abstraction and/or the parallelization tasks. We
present theoretical results to justify the correctness of our
modular approach, and algorithmic solutions for automation. Experimental results demonstrate that our approach
can parallelize highly non-trivial loop nests efficiently.
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Introduction

The advent of multicore computers and development of APIs
like OpenMP [10], CUDA [32], and TBB [33] has increased
the popularity of parallel programming for performance
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gains. Despite big advances in parallelizing compilers, correct and efficient parallel code is often hand-crafted through
a time-consuming and error-prone process. These APIs implement commonly used parallel programming skeletons that
ease the task of parallel programming. Instead of writing
a parallel program from scratch, a programmer needs to
only specify the key components of a particular skeleton.
Divide-and-conquer parallelism is the most commonly used
of such skeletons for which, the programmer has to specify a
split, a work, and a join function. We propose a methodology
to automatically generate these components from an input
sequential code.
We focus on a class of divide-and-conquer parallel programs that operate on multidimensional sequences (e.g. multidimensional arrays, or in general any collection type with
similar recursive structure) in which the divide (split) operator is assumed to be the inverse of the default sequence
concatenation operator (i.e. divide s into s 1 and s 2 where
s = s 1 • s 2 ). Our input programs are loop nests that traverse
the multidimensional data in accordance with their recursive
structure. These programs are assumed not to modify their
input and to have unbreakable data flow dependencies.
Consider a three dimensional n ×m × ℓ array A (with both
positive and negative elements) and the sums of the elements
of subarrays A[k..n − 1, 0..m − 1, 0..ℓ − 1] (for all 0 ≤ k < n).
The code in Figure 1(a) discovers the maximum subarray sum
over all such subarrays. Intuitively, considering the array as a
3D box with height int max_bot_box_sum = 0;
(a)
(i = 0; i < n; i++) {
n, it discovers forint
plane_sum = 0;
the maximum sum
for (j = 0; j < m; j++) {
for (k = 0; k < l; k ++)
of boxes of dif{ plane_sum += A[i][j][k]; } }
max_bot_box_sum =
ferent heights,
max(max_bot_box_sum + plane_sum, 0);
with the same }
width, length and int max_bot_box_sum = 0;
(b)
bottom as the int aux_sum = 0
(i = 0; i < n; i++) {
input box. Note forint
plane_sum = 0;
for
(j = 0; j < m; j++) {
that this optifor (k = 0; k < l; k ++) {
mal sequential
{plane_sum += A[i][j][k];} }
aux_sum = aux_sum + plane_sum;
implementation
max_bot_box_sum =
runs in single
max(max_bot_box_sum + plane_sum, 0);
pass linear time }
over the input aux_sum = aux_sum_l + aux_sum_r;
(c)
max_bot_box_sum = max(max_bot_box_sum_r,
3D array, at the
aux_sum_r + max_bot_box_sum_l);
cost of creating
unbreakable loop Figure 1. Maximum bottom box sum (mbbs).
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Let b = [5] (a 1 × 1 × 1 box) and consider two choices for b ′,
namely [−3, 3] and [0, 3] (2×1×1 boxes). Although mbbs(b ′ )
is 3 in both cases, the join needs to produce two different
answers for mbbs(b •b ′ ). This contradicts ⊙ being a function.
Nonexistence of the join operator implies that mbbs, the
function computed by the loop, is not a homomorphism. Now,
consider the modified code illustrated in Figure 1(b). A new
accumulator aux_sum is added (in orange), which maintains
the sum of the elements in A[0..i − 1, 0..m − 1, 0..ℓ − 1] at the
i-th iteration of the outer loop. Note that
O⇥A
mbbs (b) is producing a pair of integers parallelizable
loop
projection
now, instead of a single integer. This extending of a function’s signature is called
I sequential O
lifting, in the standard sense of lifting a
loop
morphism in category theory, and is illustrated on the right. (I, O ) denotes the input and output
of the original sequential loop, and a lifting of the code additionally computes auxiliary information denoted by A. If
the lifted function is a homomorphism, then a parallel join
exists for it. Figure 1(c) illustrates the parallel join for the
lifted maximum bottom box code.
1.1

Modular Parallelization

Figure 2(a) illustrates the flow of data in a generic nested loop
(of arbitrary depth), where si denotes the state of the loop
nest (e.g. a tuple of program variables). The black arrows
correspond to the computation of one instance of the body
of outermost loop, while the blue arrows correspond to the
computation of one instance of the inner loop nest.
The goal is to parallelize, divide-and-conquer style, the
outermost loop with the assumption that the dependencies
are unbreakable. In [11], we proposed a semantic solution to
this problem for simple (non-nested) loops by lifting their
computations to homomorphisms. To generalize such a semantic solution to nested loops, one comes across the very
hard problem of computing a semantic summary of the functionality of the inner loop nest, to be used in the analysis of
the outer loop. Despite big strides in program analysis techniques [9, 20], this type of semantic summary computation
remains limited to classes of loops whose invariants (summaries) are within decidable theories, and even then, mostly
proof-driven rather than summarizing full functionality.
We propose a methodology that circumvents this problem
through a modular solution. We divide the dependencies in
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dependencies. A less efficient solution that enumerates all
boxes is easier to parallelize.
It is easy to observe that the code is not (divide-andconquer) parallelizable. Let us assume it is. Then there exists
a binary function ⊙ that can combine results of two instances
of the code (mbbs) run on two adjacent boxes to produce the
same results for the concatenated box.

1

}
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(c)

Figure 2. Dependencies in a general sequential nested loop
(a) vs. a memoryless one (b), which is summarized in (c).
Figure 2(a) into two categories and resolve them separately.
The black arrows force every instance of the inner loop nest
to be executed only after the results of all previous instances
are ready. Contrast this with the diagram in Figure 2(b),
where each instance of the inner loop nest starts from a fixed
(constant) initial state 0/ , and therefore, all instances can be
run in parallel. The sequential binary operator ⊚ merges the
results of the inner loop nest (ti ) with the current state of the
outermost loop (si ) and makes the required adjustments (to
get si+1 ). We call such a loop nest memoryless. The terminology is inspired by the fact that all the instances of the inner
loop nest implement the same function (that starts from the
same initial state 0/ ). If a general loop nest is transformed to
a memoryless one through the introduction of new computation (i.e. ⊚), then this results in the removal of the black
arrow dependencies. The inner loop nest can be executed
by a parallel map. The outermost loop remains sequential.
Observe that the loop in Figure 1(a) is memoryless.
Transforming a general loop to a memoryless one is not
always straightforward. Due to lack of information in the
loop state, no such binary function (operator) ⊚ may exist. In
these cases, one needs to deduce additional information to be
computed by the inner loop nest to facilitate the existence of
⊚, that is, the inner loop nest has to be lifted. Transforming
a general loop to a memoryless one involves solving two
subproblems: (i) producing an implementation for ⊚, and (ii)
discovery of auxiliary computation when such an operator
does not exist. Solving these two problems are two of our
key contributions (Sections 7.2 and 5.3).
When the loop is memoryless, the inner loop nest can be
abstracted away to get a summarized (potentially simpler)
loop. As shown in Figure 2(c), the results of the computations of the inner loop nest are assumed to be stored in
a (conceptual) array (called inner_loop[]), and therefore
the loop nest is removed. The summarized loop fetches the
results from inner_loop[] to int max_bot_box_sum = 0;
perform its computation. Any for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
max_bot_box_sum =
memoryless loop can be summax(max_bot_box_sum
+ inner_loop[i], 0);
marized this way. For example,
on the right, the summarized }
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Modular D&C Parallelization
version of the memoryless 3-nested loop of Figure 1(a) is
illustrated.
The crucial observation is that the summarized loop is
efficiently parallelizable if and only if the original one is (Theorems 4.7 and 5.3). Therefore, the problem of parallelizing
the original loop is soundly and completely reducible to the
problems of (i) producing the summarized loop, and (ii) parallelizing it. Summarization can substantially simplify the
parallelization task. For example, the approach in [11] can
parallelize the summarized loop above, precisely by adding
the auxiliary computation illustrated in Figure 1(b), while
it cannot be directly applied to the original loop in Figure
1(a). Summarization, however, does not always yield a simple
loop like the one above, and therefore, the approach in [11]
is not always applicable to a summarized loop.
To parallelize the summarized loop, two subproblems have
to be solved: (a) Automatic lifting of nested loops to parallelizable code, and (b) automatic generation of the parallel
join for nested loops. Problem (b) is easier to solve. In Section
7, we build on our technique from [11] to extend it to nested
loops. The lifting problem is more complex. We solve it by
reducing it to two well-known problems, namely normalization (in term rewriting systems) and recursion discovery.
In section 8, we discuss the reduction and propose simple
heuristics for both problems. Our modular parallelization
methodology comprises theoretical results and algorithms
for generating all required additional code. Figure 7 outlines
the applications of the theorems and the contributed algorithmic modules, and therefore, serves as detailed summary
of our technical contributions. Due to the undecidability of
the problem, some of our algorithms are heuristics. We provide experimental results to demonstrate the effectiveness
of these heuristics in fully automatically and efficiently producing divide-and-conquer parallelizations for some highly
nontrivial nested loops. Beyond facilitating full automation,
we believe that our methodology is also a systematic approach that can guide programmers in writing correct and
efficient parallel code manually.

2

Motivating Examples

We use two difficult-to-parallelize examples to underline the
challenges of parallelizing the class of nested loops targeted
in this paper and outline the strengths of our methodology.
2.1

Balanced Parentheses

This example demonstrates that transforming a nested loop
to a memoryless one can be complicated. A string is balanced
if the total number of left and right brackets match, and
any prefix of the string has at least as many left brackets
as right ones. Assume that the input is a two-dimensional
array containing a large bracketed math expression, one
row per each line. A line l of input x is level if we have x =
x 1 ·l ·x 2 , where l and x 1 are both balanced. The code in Figure
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3 counts the int offset, count_lines = 0; bool bal=true;
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
number of
int line_offset = 0;
level lines
for(int j = 0; j < length(a[i]); j++) {
line_offset += a[i][j] == "(" ? +1 : 0;
of its inline_offset += a[i][j] == ")" ? -1 : 0;
put through
if (offset + line_offset < 0)
{ bal = false; }
a nontriv}
ial algorithm.
offset += line_offset;
offset main- if (bal && line_offset==0 && offset==0)
{ count_lines++; }
tains the ex- }
cess of left
Figure 3. Balanced Parentheses.
over right
brackets seen so far. bal tracks if offset has always remained nonnegative. We encourage the reader to manually
parallelize the outer loop to get a sense of the difficulty of
this problem.
The loop is not memoryless; unbreakable dependencies on
bal and offset variables induce the black arrows from the
diagram in Figure 2(a). One cannot remove the dependency of
the update to bal on the value of offset without having the
inner loop compute an extra value. Specifically, the minimum
value of line_offset, during the execution of the inner loop,
should be made available to the outer loop. If this does not
cause offset to dip below 0, then offset + line_offset
should have remained positive throughout the inner loop
execution, and therefore the value of bal can be recovered.
The code in Figure 4 illustrates the lifted code (modifications
are highlighted). The loop in Figure 4 is memoryless and can
be summarized as below.
int offset, count_lines = 0; bool bal = true;
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
offset += inner_loop[i].line_offset;
bal &&= (offset + inner_loop[i].min_offset > 0);
if (bal && inner_loop[i].line_offset == 0 && offset == 0)
{ count_lines++; }
}

In Sections 5 and 8, we discuss how the min_offset accumulator can be discovered automatically. Can the summarized
loop (above) be parallelized? No! The reader can verify that
a parallel join does not exist. Furthermore, the loop cannot be efficiently lifted (theoretically impossible); that is, the
addition of more scalar accumulators will not transform it
to a homomorphism. The transformation of the loop to a
memoryless one parallelizes all instances of the inner loop
int offset, count_lines = 0; bool bal = true;
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
int line_offset, min_offset = 0; bool line_bal=true;
for(int j = 0; j < length(a[i]); j++) {
line_offset += a[i][j] == "(" ? +1 : 0;
line_offset += a[i][j] == ")" ? -1 : 0;
if (0 + line_offset < 0) {line_bal = false;}
min_offset = min(min_offset, line_offset);
}
offset += line_offset;
bal = bal && (offset + min_offset > 0);
if (bal && line_offset == 0 && offset == 0)
{ count_lines++; }
}

Figure 4. Memoryless balanced parentheses.
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int rec[];
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
int row_sum = 0;
for (j = 0; j < m; j++) {
row_sum += A[i][j];
rec[j] += row_sum;
mtl_rec = max(mtl_rec, rec[j]);
}
}
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int rec[];
int mtl_rec = 0;
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
removed inner loop
// the loop implementing }
for (j = 0; j < m; j++) {
rec[j] = rec[j] + inner_loop[i][j];
mtl_rec = max(mtl_rec, rec[j]);
}
}

(b)
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int rec[], max_rec[];
int mtl_rec = 0;
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
removed inner loop
// the loop implementing }
for (j = 0; j < m; j++) {
rec[j] = rec[j] + inner_loop[i][j];
max_rec[j] = max(max_rec[j], rec[j]);
mtl_rec = max(mtl_rec, rec[j]);
}
(c)
}
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Figure 5. Maximum top-left subarray sum (a), its summarized version (b), and the lifting to parallelizable code (c)
(implementable by a parallel map). But, the outer loop computation cannot be efficiently turned into a parallel reduction.
Yet, the parallelization of the code through the discovery of
the map alone yields a reasonable speedup (Section 9).
2.2

int rec[] = rec_l[], max_rec[] = max_rec_l[];
int mtl_rec = mtl_rec_l;
for (j = 0; j < m; j++) {
rec[j] = rec[j] + rec_r[j];
max_rec[j] = max(max_rec[j], rec_l[j] + max_rec_r[j]);
mtl_rec = max(mtl_rec, max_rec[j]);
}

Maximum Top-Left Subarray Sum

This example demonstrates that parallelization of the outer
loop may be nontrivial even after a successful summarization.
Consider a two-dimensional array of integers (with both
positive and negative) elements. Assume that the goal is to
compute the maximum sum of the elements of a subarray
A[0..k, 0..ℓ] for all 0 ≤ k < n and 0 ≤ ℓ < m, i.e. all subarrays
that include the top-left corner (0, 0). The code in Figure
5(a) is a clever single-pass implementation of this function.
Note that the inner loop has a state (variable) rec[] that is
the same size as the width of a row (m). In rec[j], the loop
maintains the sum of all elements in the subarray A[0..i, 0..j].
The loop is not memoryless due to the dependencies induced
by both rec[] and mtl_rec. Again, we encourage the reader
to think about how they would parallelize the code manually.
Figure 5(b) illustrates the memoryless and summarized
variation of the code. The transformation is straightforward,
but the summarized loop is still a 2-nested loop and not
parallelizable (i.e. not a homomorphism); that is, the operator
⊚ from diagram in Figure 2(b) has to be implemented as a
simple loop to correctly update variables rec[] and mtl_rec.
The transformation underlines a subtle point, namely that,
the relevant information from the input array is the sum
values of the subarrays starting from the (0, 0) and ending
at (i, j), and not the values of A[i][j]’s. This abstraction is a
key to the simplification of the lifting of the outer loop to a
homomorphism for parallelization.
The code needs to be lifted as illustrated in Figure 5(c). A
new variable max_rec[] has to be introduced that maintains
the maximum value of rec[j] (for 0 ≤ j < n). Discovery of
such variables, that is arrays of accumulators, is not required
for parallelization of simple loops [11]. The time complexity
budget for a parallel join operator of a simple loop is constant time, and therefore non-constant sized variables are
pointless. For nested loops, however, as this example demonstrates, they may be essential. In Section 8, we propose a new
algorithm for discovering liftings like this automatically.
Now, a parallel join operator can combine the value of
rec[] from the top thread and max_rec[] from the bottom
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Figure 6. The parallel join for Figure 5(c).
thread to account for subarrays that intersect two adjacent
array chunks, as illustrated in Figure 6. The two challenges
underlined by this example are (i) the synthesis problem of
a parallel join operator which is a looping computation, and
(ii) the discovery of auxiliary information for lifting which
is not constant-sized.

3

Notation and Background

Sequences and Functions. We assume a generic type Sc
that refers to any scalar type used in typical programming
languages, such as int and bool whenever the specific type
is not important in the context. Scalars are assumed to be
of constant size, and conversely, any constant-size representable data type is assumed to be scalar. Consequently,
all operations on scalars are assumed to have constant time
complexity. Type S defines the set of all sequences of elements of type Sc. For any sequence x, x[i] (for 0 ≤ i < |x |)
denotes the element of the sequence at index i, and x[i..j]
denotes the subsequence between indexes i and j (inclusive).
The concatenation operator • : S × S → S defined over
sequences is associative. The sequence type stands in for
arrays, lists, or any collection data type that admits a linear
iterator and an associative composition operator.
Definition 3.1. A function h : S → D is rightward iff there
exists a binary operator ⊕ : D × Sc → D such that for all
x ∈ S and a ∈ Sc, we have h(x • [a]) = h(x ) ⊕ a.
Note that the notion of associativity for ⊕ is not well-defined,
since it is not a binary operation defined over a set (i.e. the
two arguments to the operator have different types). A leftward function is defined analogously using the recursive
equation h([a] • x ) = a ⊗ h(x ).
Homomorphisms are a well-studied class of mathematical
functions. We are interested in a special class of homomorphisms, where the source structure is a set of sequences with
the standard concatenation operator.

Modular D&C Parallelization
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Definition 3.2. A function h : S → D is ⊙-homomorphic
for binary operator ⊙ : D × D → D iff for all sequences
x, y ∈ S we have h(x • y) = h(x ) ⊙ h(y).
Note that ⊙ is necessarily associative since concatenation
is associative (over sequences). Moreover, h([]) (where [] is
the empty sequence) is the unit of ⊙, since [] is the unit of
concatenation. If ⊙ has no unit, then h([]) is undefined. There
is a formal connection between homomorphisms and divideand-conquer style parallelism, when the divide operator is
the inverse of concatenation:
Proposition 3.3. (from [17]) A function f is a homomorphism if and only if it can be written as a composition of a
map and a reduction.
In the context of this paper, parallelization is formally the
above transformation to a map and a reduction composition.
3.1

Program Model

Due to space restrictions, we forgo the formal definition of
the input language since an informal exposition provides
enough clarity. Our input sequential programs are written
in a simple imperative language with basic constructs for
branching and looping. The language includes scalar types
int and bool, and a collection type seq. The syntax of the
language is standard and is given in [12].
Model of a loop body We use a functional form to model
and manipulate nested loops. We use a fairly standard translation (sketched in [12]) to transform the nested loops written in an imperative language to functional form using letbindings, nested functions, and tuples.
State and Input Variables Let Var be the set of all variables that appear in the loop nest. We partition Var into two
sets of variables: SVar denotes the set of state variables which
are those that appear on the left-hand side of an assignment
statement (anywhere, even outside the loop nest). IVar denotes the set of input variables and IVar = Var − SVar. Note
that state variables may be subscripted array accesses.

4

Multidimensional Collections

Type S n is inductively defined as the set of all n-dimensional
sequences (for n ≥ 1), with the base case of S 0 = Sc (set of
scalars). We generalize the standard sequence concatenation
operator • to a family of operators • : S n × S n → S n (for
all n ∈ N+ ). For any σ ∈ S n−1 , we have [σ ] ∈ S n which is
an n-dimensional sequence with a single element σ .
4.1

Functions over Multidimensional Collections

In Section 3, we noted that loop nests are translated to functional form. We use this functional form as the formal representation for all of our theoretical results.
Definition 4.1. (Multidimensional Rightward) A function
f : S n → D (n > 1) is rightward iff there exists a family of
rightward (or leftward) functions : D → (S n−1 → D) and

G

an operator ⊗ : D×D → D such that for all σ ∈ S n , δ ∈ S n−1 ,
we have f (σ • [δ ]) = f (σ ) ⊗ ( f (σ ))(δ ).

G

The base case of n = 1 falls on the classic Definition
3.1. A rightward function’s computation is illustrated in the
diagram in Figure 2(a). Note that the value of f (σ ) (as the
selector in the family of functions) serves as a type of carry
over state and corresponds to the data flow represented by
the black arrows in Figure 2(a). The family of functions can
be viewed as only differing in their recursion base case.
When f corresponds to a loop nest, the family of rightward functions represents all the instances of the inner
loop nest (in isolation from the outermost loop) and the operator ⊗ represents the (loop free) computation performed
in the body of the outer loop. The domain D corresponds to
all valuations of the state variables (SVar) of the loop nest.
A special case of Definition 4.1 is when the family of functions collapses into exactly one function, which corresponds
to memoryless loops as introduced in Section 1.1. We can
formally define memoryless functions by removing the dependency on the context as follows:

G

Definition 4.2. (Memoryless) A function f : S n → D
is (rightward) memoryless iff there exists a rightward (or
leftward) function д : S n−1 → D and a binary operator
⊕ : D × D → D such that for all σ ∈ S n , δ ∈ S n−1 we have
f (σ • [δ ]) = f (σ ) ⊕ д(δ ).
The key difference between the formulation in Definition
4.1, and that of Definition 4.2 is the computation performed
over δ (i.e. function д) has no dependency on the partially
computed value of f (σ ); hence the use of terminology memoryless. Figure 2(b) illustrates the computation of a memoryless function. As the example in Section 2.1 demonstrated,
not all rightward functions are memoryless.
Proposition 4.3. For every rightward memoryless function
f (from Definition 4.2), we have f (σ ) = foldl(⊕) ◦ map(д)(σ ).
The proof of the above proposition is straightforward. It
suggests that all instances of д (the inner loop nest) can be
parallelized, through the map, even if their results have to
be combined sequentially in the outermost loop with foldl.
4.2 Multidimensional Homomorphisms
Definition 3.2 applies to multidimensional rightward functions in a straightforward way. Function h : S n → D is
⊙-homomorphic for the binary operator ⊙ : D × D → D iff
for all sequences σ , σ ′ ∈ S n , we have h(σ •σ ′ ) = h(σ )⊙h(σ ′ ).
An interesting link exists between the structure of a multidimensional rightward function and its homomorphic properties, which is captured by the proposition below:
Proposition 4.4. If a function h : S n → D is a homomorphism, then it is memoryless.
The proof appears in [12]. The converse of Proposition
4.4 does not hold.
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Example 4.5. Recall the maximum bottom box example
from Section 1. The function corresponding to Figure 1 is
memoryless, but as discussed, not a homomorphism.
For a memoryless function to be a homomorphism, an
extra condition is required which is outlined below.
Proposition 4.6. If a function f : S n → D is (rightward)
memoryless and defined by function д and binary operator ⊕
(of Definition 4.2), and if the function h : SD → D defined as
h([]) = f ([])
∀a ∈ D : h(x • [a]) = h(x ) ⊕ a
is ⊙-homomorphic for some binary operator ⊙ : D × D →
D, then f is ⊙-homomorphic. We refer to function h as the
summarized version of f .
Function h corresponds to the concept of a summarized
loop as introduced in Section 1.1. In fact, we can prove that
the sufficient conditions in Proposition 4.6 are also necessary.
Theorem 4.7. The following two statements are equivalent:
1. Multidimensional rightward function f is ⊙-homomorphic
for some binary operator ⊙ : D × D → D.
2. f is memoryless and function h : SD → D, the summarized version of f (see Prop. 4.6) is ⊙-homomorphic.
Theorem 4.7 states the necessary and sufficient conditions
for a recursive function to be parallelizable (see [12] for
the proof). For one-dimensional sequences, the statement
becomes trivial when the summarized version of the function
and the function itself coincide.
The condition of memorylessness captures the essence of
modularity of our approach. Instead of determining parallelizability of f through a direct discovery of a join (⊙) for f ,
Theorem 4.7 lets us check if f is memoryless first, and then
discover a join for a simplified (summarized) version of f
(i.e h). Recall the diagram in Figure 2(b). Memorylessness of
f corresponds to the existence of the map part of a parallel
computation of f . Parallelizability of h corresponds to the
existence of the reduction part of a parallelization of f . The
combination of the existence of both the map and the reduction is equivalent to f being homomorphic (according to
Proposition 3.3). Theorem 4.7 makes this observation formal.

5

Manufacturing Homomorphisms

If a function is not a homomorphism, then the first step to
parallelization is to lift it to a homomorphism.
Definition 5.1. (Lifting) Let f : S n → D be a rightward
′
multidimensional function. fˆD : S n → D × D ′ is a lifting of
′
′
f if and only if fˆD is rightward and f = π D ◦ fˆD , where
π D is the standard projection down to D.
This definition is mostly consistent with the standard definition of lifting in category theory, other than the additional
condition of rightward computability of the extension.

Azadeh Farzan and Victor Nicolet
Two types of liftings of a non-homomorphic function f are
of interest in this paper: (1) a lifting of a non-memoryless f to
a memoryless function; we call this the memoryless lift, and
(2) a lifting of a non-homomorphic f to a homomorphism;
this is called a homomorphism lift.
5.1

Homomorphism Lift

Every non-homomorphic function can be made homomorphic by a rather trivial lifting. The observation, previously
made in [19], is formalized below:
Proposition 5.2. Given a rightward function f : S n → D,
the function f ×ι (function product) is a homomorphism where
ι : S n → S n is the identity function.
Intuitively, the extension of the function remembers the
entire input, and the join performs the original computation
over the concatenated inputs from scratch, ignoring the partially computed results. Note that this trivial lifting does not
really correspond to a parallelization of the function. Formally, it provides us with an associative reduction (hence the
applicability of Proposition 3.3). Practically, it is analogous
to a sequential computation. Proposition 5.2 is trivial but
significant in that it states that a function can always be
made homomorphic. It is then important to seek an efficient
lifting of a non-homomorphic function to a homomorphism
for the purpose of code parallelization. In Section 6.1, we
formulate efficient liftings.
The key result of this section is the following: it is sound
and complete to use the summarized loop for lifting instead
of the original loop. Consider the diagram below:
summarize

f : Sn ! D

h : SD ! D
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summarize h0 : S
0
D⇥D 0 ! D ⇥ D
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<latexit sha1_base64="Y7lHjhpWc1MkeLB0hgti5eNS6iM=">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsEjdWBIRFFdFu3BZ0T6gCWEynbRDJ5MwMxFKyFe48VfcuFDErbjzb5y0WdTWAwOHc+7lzjl+zKhUlvVjLC2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7vm3n5bRonApIUjFomujyRhlJOWooqRbiwICn1GOv7oJvc7j0RIGvEHNY6JG6IBpwHFSGnJM0+H1SvohEgNMWLpfealDegoGhIJG9VM0wjOCJ5ZsWrWBHCR2AWpgAJNz/x2+hFOQsIVZkjKnm3Fyk2RUBQzkpWdRJIY4REakJ6mHOk7bjqJlcFjrfRhEAn9uIITdXYjRaGU49DXk3kAOe/l4n9eL1HBpZtSHieKcDw9FCQM6rB5R7BPBcGKjTVBWFD9V4iHSCCsdJNlXYI9H3mRtM9qtlWz784r9euijhI4BEfgBNjgAtTBLWiCFsDgCbyAN/BuPBuvxofxOR1dMoqdA/AHxtcvRRmdhw==</latexit>

domain restriction
<latexit sha1_base64="PrzW4+PNhk5dBfBCs+m9+bD+mdM=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVFdy4GSyCq5IUMe2u6MZlBfuANpTJZNIOnUeYmQglduGvuHGhiFt/w51/47SNoKIHLhzOuZd77wkTRrVx3Q9naXlldW29sFHc3Nre2S3t7be1TBUmLSyZVN0QacKoIC1DDSPdRBHEQ0Y64fhy5nduidJUihszSUjA0VDQmGJkrDQoHfZ1DCPJERVQEW0UxQuj7FbqXu3M96FbceewxPOr514derlSBjmag9J7P5I45UQYzJDWPc9NTJAhZShmZFrsp5okCI/RkPQsFYgTHWTz+6fwxCoRjKWyJQycq98nMsS1nvDQdnJkRvq3NxP/8nqpiWtBRkWSGiLwYlGcMmgknIUBI6oINmxiCcKK2lshHiGFsLGRFW0IX5/C/0m7WvFsMtfVcuMij6MAjsAxOAUe8EEDXIEmaAEM7sADeALPzr3z6Lw4r4vWJSefOQA/4Lx9AnnTlmY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="kkANPnNWAPHb3I0+jEtm+rPjV3M=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0UUFyURQXFVtAuXFe0DmhAmk0kzdPJgZqKUkH9w46+4caGIWzfu/BsnbRbaemGGwzn3cu85bsKokIbxrVUWFpeWV6qrtbX1jc0tfXunK+KUY9LBMYt530WCMBqRjqSSkX7CCQpdRnru6KrQe/eECxpHd3KcEDtEw4j6FCOpKEc/th6oRwIksyC/gFaIZIARy25zpwUtGcPipyERsHXo6HWjYUwKzgOzBHVQVtvRvywvxmlIIokZEmJgGom0M8QlxYzkNSsVJEF4hIZkoGCE1B47m3jK4YFiPOjHXL1Iwgn7eyJDoRDj0FWdxdFiVivI/7RBKv1zO6NRkkoS4ekiP2VQmS0Cgh7lBEs2VgBhTtWtEAeIIyxVjDUVgjlreR50Txqm0TBvTuvNyzKOKtgD++AImOAMNME1aIMOwOARPINX8KY9aS/au/Yxba1o5cwu+FPa5w+xmJ1b</latexit>

b
h : SD ! D ⇥ D 0

f is summarized and then lifted on the top, whereas it is
first lifted and then summarized on the bottom path of the
diagram. The path on the bottom is the default one; lift the
function if it is not a homomorphism and then summarize
it as the first step of its parallelization process. The path on
the top is the shortcut that we propose which is better for
automation. The idea is that the process of summarization
maintains the relevant part of the computation for lifting
and discards the rest for simplicity.
Note that hD and h ′ do not have the same function signature; while they agree on their ranges, their domains are
sequences of two different types. Therefore, this is not a
clean commutative diagram. The key insight is that the two
functions are identical up to a limitation of h ′ that forgets
the extra information in its input sequences from D ′; information that is provably redundant for the computation of h ′.

Modular D&C Parallelization
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The diagram commutes after this restriction is applied to h ′
D
to get to h.

lift of the inner loop nest. The following proposition, whose
proof appears in [12] makes this observation precise.

Theorem 5.3. Let f : S n → D be a (rightward) memoryless
function, and summarized as h : SD → D. There exists a
homomorphic lifting hD : SD → D × D ′ of h if and only if there
exists a homomorphic lifting fD : S n → D × D ′ of f . Moreover,
D
h coincides with a summarization of fD.

Proposition 5.5. A multidimensional rightwards function f
defined through a family of functions (as in Definition 4.1)
can be lifted to a memoryless function if every member of
can be lifted to a ⊚-homomorphism for some ⊚.

The theorem guarantees that the summarized loop is liftable
to a homomorphism if and only if the original loop is, and
that the auxiliary code synthesized for the summarized loop
constitutes a lifting of the original loop. A more detailed
statement of Theorem 5.3 (which corresponds to the diagram above) and its proof appear in [12].

In Sections 4 and 5, we presented the theoretical foundations
of our approach. Theorem 4.7 guarantees that it is sound
and complete to parallelize the summarized loop in place of
the original loop nest. Proposition 5.4 guarantees that any
loop nest can be transformed into one that is summarizable.
And, finally, Theorem 5.3 guarantees that a summarized loop
can be soundly and completely lifted to a homomorphism
in place of the original loop. In this section, we outline our
algorithmic approach to parallelization.

5.2

Memoryless Lift

When a rightward function f : S n → D is not memoryless,
a lifting may be required to add extra information to the
signature of the function (state of the loop) so that functions
д and ⊚ from Definition 4.2 exist. Every non-memoryless
function can be made memoryless by a rather trivial lifting.
Proposition 5.4. Given a rightward function f : S n → D,
the function f × ι ′ (function product) is memoryless where ι ′ :
S n → S n−1 is defined as ∀δ ∈ S n−1 , σ ∈ S n : ι ′ (σ •[δ ]) = δ .
In this trivial lifting, the extension to the function remembers the last line of the input σ • [δ ], that is δ , in a new
component and the join effectively processes δ from scratch,
ignoring the partially computed results by the inner loop
computation. The construction of Proposition 5.4 is guaranteed to always maintain the time complexity of the code. It is
essential, however, that the cheapest possible (non-trivial) lifting is used, to gain optimal parallelism. Recall the balanced
bracket example from Section 2.1. The lifting (additions of
min_offset and line_bal state variables) in that example
is an instance of a non-trivial lifting. Proposition 5.4, in contrast, would suggest a simple admissible lifting which would
not lead to as much parallelism.
5.3

Algorithmic Memoryless Lift

The algorithmic problems of lifting a function to a homomorphism or to a memoryless function are related. When a
function is not memoryless, it means that there is not enough
information for a memoryless join operator (⊚) to exist in the
style of the diagram in Figure 2(b). Where the homomorphic
lifting algorithm asks what extra computation is required
for the results of two instances of the entire loop nest to
be joined together, an algorithm for memoryless lifting asks
what extra computation is required for an instance of the
loop nest to be joined with an instance of the inner loop nest.
Considering that the two functions share the same signature,
the problem is formally that of joining an inner loop nest to
an arbitrary state ⃗s , which is identical to the homomorphism

G

6

6.1

G

Algorithmic Parallelization

Efficient Divide-and-Conquer Solution

Consider a loop nest L of depth n where the number of iterations of every loop is bounded by a parameter m. Assuming
no function calls are made, the loop nest has a time complexity of O (mn ). Since the translation to functional form
preserves time complexity, this is also the time complexity
of the function h L : S n → D corresponding to the loop nest.
For a parallel implementation of h L based on a join operator
⊙ to have reasonable speedups over constantly many processors, the (sequential) complexity of the implementation
based on the join should not be higher than that of the original code. Constantly many processors cannot compensate
for a variable increase in complexity.
Proposition 6.1. Let h L ∈ O (mn ) be ⊙-homomorphic. The
sequential implementation of h L based on ⊙ is in O (mn ) if
⊙ ∈ O (mn−1 ).
The proof appears in [12]. This observation leads to a
formal definition of parallelizability.
Definition 6.2. (Parallelizability) A rightward (respectively
leftward) function h L ∈ O (mn ) is efficiently parallelizable if
and only if it is ⊙-homomorphic and ⊙ ∈ O (mn−1 ).
The deduced upper bound on ⊙ is crucial to justify the
algorithmic choices made in Sections 7, where the time complexity budget for join informs the choices of syntax for
syntax-guided synthesis [1]. Similarly, there are time and
space complexity budgets for an efficient lifting.
D
Corollary 6.3. If a function h L ∈ O (mn ) is lifted to hˆL ∈
O (mn ), then any d ′ ∈ D ′ has space complexity O (mn−1 ).
′

The proof follows directly from that of Proposition 6.1,
which also imposes the time complexity of O (mn−1 ) for computing d ′. The time and space complexity bounds for d ′
inform the syntactic form of the auxiliary accumulators and
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(Theorem 4.7)

Is hL a homomorphism?

translate to fL

Is fL memoryless?
YES
NO

n: loop nest depth

(II)
Synthesize summarized
outer loop function hL

YES

(I)
Divde-and-Conquer
Parallel Code

Synthesize Parallel Join

NO

Add the auxiliary

k: summarized loopnest depth

(Theorem 5.3)

Parallelize map only

(Propositions 4.3 and 5.2)
Add the auxiliary
(or the default one)

Try a memoryless lift of
max dimension n 2
(Proposition 6.1)
(IV)

succeeded?
Try a homomorphism
lift of dimension k 1
(Corollary 6.3)
(III)

(Proposition 5.4)

YES
NO

n > k?

failed?

Loop nest cannot be
efficiently parallelized
divide-&-conquer style
(Theorem 6.4)

Figure 7. Parallelization Schema
the computation that produces them. In [12], we give a variation of the example from Section 2.2, and a proof that any
lifting of that function to a homomorphism has a space complexity beyond the budget specified in Corollary 6.3. This
information-theoretic proof is very involved, but makes the
important point that an efficient lifting may not always exist,
and consequently neither does a complete lifting algorithm.
Theorem 6.4. An efficient lifting of a (multidimensional)
rightward function may not always exist.
6.2

Parallelization Schema

The diagram in Figure 7 illustrates the algorithmic steps in
our methodology to parallelize an input sequential program.
The light grey side performs the summarization of the loop,
which corresponds to the discovery of a map. The light blue
side parallelizes the summarized loop, which corresponds to
the discovery of a reduction. The key algorithmic steps are
the synthesis of the summarized outer loop and the parallel
join (respectively labeled as (II) and (I) in Figure 7), which
are solved using syntax-guided synthesis (Section 7), and
the memoryless lift and the homomorphism lift (respectively
labeled as (IV) and (III) in Figure 7) which are performed
using a deductive-style algorithm (Section 8). Each step of
the process is labeled with the theorem justifying it.
The test for a homomorphism in the schema is only nominal and implemented indirectly through the success or failure
of join synthesis algorithm. It is important to note that Rice’s
theorem dictates that determining whether a computable
function is a homomorphism in general is undecidable, and
therefore there exists no decision procedure for this test.
If a function is not memoryless, then in (IV), an efficient
memoryless lift is attempted; that is, the most efficient lift
whose time complexity is no more than O (mn−2 ). If this fails,
we know we can always rely on the default admissible memoryless lift (which is incidentally of complexity O (mn−1 )). If
a homomorphism lift within the complexity budget (determined by k, the summarized loop depth) exists, then a classic
divide-and-conquer parallel program is produced. Otherwise,
we opt to parallelize the inner loop through the map and
leave the outer loop’s computation as sequential (as is the

case for the example in Section 2.1). When summarization
does not reduce the depth of the loop (i.e n = k), then there
is no benefit in parallelizing the inner loop nest through a
parallel map only; in this scenario, the parallelization fails.

7

Join Synthesis

In this section, we address the algorithmic problems of generation of the parallel join operator and the summarized outer
loop, respectively steps (I) and (II) from the general schema
of Figure 7. Although the two problems seem independent,
the latter turns out to be a special instance of the former.
7.1

Syntax-guided Synthesis of Parallel Join

We employ syntax-guided synthesis (SyGuS)[1] to generate
the parallel join. Given a correctness specification φ and syntactic constraints describing the syntactic space of possible
implementations for join, a syntax-guided synthesis solver
finds a solution x ∈ where φ(x ) holds. The correctness
specification for the join operator ⊙ is that h L (the summarized loop function) forms a homomorphism with ⊙ (i.e. Definition 3.2); i.e., φ(⊙) ≡ ∀x, y ∈ S D , h L (x •y) = h L (x ) ⊙ h L (y).
The main challenge in SyGuS is to appropriately define
the syntactic restrictions. On one hand, they need to be
expressive enough to include an efficient ⊙ that satisfies φ if
one exists. On the other hand, the smaller the state space ,
the more tractable the search problem for its synthesis.
We use an insight to define effectively. A function f −1
is a weak inverse of a function f iff f ◦ f −1 ◦ f = f , and
f always has at least one weak inverse iff f is computable
and its domain is countable. All the functions of interest
in this paper have weak inverses of signature D → S n . In
the proof of the third homomorphism theorem in [17], it
is observed that a join ⊙ for a homomorphism h L can be
constructively defined based on h L ’s weak inverse. That is,
−1 ′
for all d, d ′ ∈ D we have d ⊙ d ′ = h L (h −1
L (d ) • h L (d )).
This implies an ⊙ with a similar syntactic structure to h L
exists. Moreover, Proposition 6.1 implies that for ⊙ to remain
−1 ′
within the complexity budget, h −1
L (d ) and h L (d ) need to
have constant length.

S

S

S

S
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Example 7.1. Recall the maximum top-left subarray sum
example from Figure 5(c). The summarized function hmtls ’s
signature is the tuple of state variables ⟨rec,max_rec,mtl_rec⟩
and its weak inverse is a 2-row array with the same width
as the original input. It is illustrated below.

Assuming that h −1
L returns a constant-length (multidimensional) sequence, and h L is a homomorphism, then a join
is guaranteed to exist in the space described by our sketch.
And, the synthesis procedure can soundly declare h L not to
be a a homomorphism when it cannot find a join.

...
A join con- max rec[0]
max rec[k 1]
structed based rec[0] max rec[0] . . . rec[k 1] max rec[k 1]
on this weak
inverse executes hmtl s on 4 rows; the concatenation of 2 sets
of 2 rows coming from the left and the right threads.

7.2

S

In syntax-guided synthesis, is defined by a program with
holes (a sketch) and an expression grammar G specifying
possible completions for the holes. Intuitively, the solver
searches for substitutions from expressions in G for all holes
in the sketch, such that the resulting program satisfies the
correctness specification. The construction of the sketch we
use is an extension of the one in [11]. For G, we use a standard
expression grammar parameterized by the operators of the
programs and the input variables of the join. The sketch is
constructed by replacing every variable in the body of h L by
a hole. For example, the parallel join for the example in the
introduction is synthesized using the following sketch:
<latexit sha1_base64="S4tZSCX1fJMqLlPI8NlpGO1L79c=">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</latexit>

aux_sum = ??LR + ??LR ;
max_bot_box_sum = max(??LR + ??LR , ??R );

where ??LR (resp. ??R ) are holes to be filled with expressions
over variables of the left and the right thread (resp. the right
thread only). The join from Figure 1 is a solution to the above
sketch, taken from [11], whose formal definition appears in
[12]. In contrast to [11], the body of our loops and the join
operator are not necessarily loop-free (e.g. the code from
Figure 5(c) and the corresponding join). We extend the sketch
construction by mapping the loops nested in the loop body
to loop skeletons in the sketch.
For example, consider the int mtl_rec = ??;
* rec = ??;
sketch illustrated on the right. int
int * max_rec = ??;
The crucial difference between for(j=0; j < n; j++){
rec[j] = ?? + ??;
a looped sketch like this one
max_rec[j] = max(??,??);
and those in [11] is that in a
mtl_rec = max(??,??);
loop, variables may have to be }
referenced on the right-hand side of the assignments to effectively implement recursion. Therefore, the extended sketch
allows for join variables to appear on the righthand side of
the expressions (i.e. ?? stands for all variables in contrast
to just left and right variables). The complete sketch admits
bounded repetitions of the above loop (not illustrated), which
then produces exactly the solution from Example 7.1 in 4 repetitions. But, one can piggy back on the first loop to update
mtl_rec simultaneously with max_rec[] instead of having
to wait for the next loop in the repetition. This leads to the
discovery of an optimal join (i.e. the one in Section 2.2), compared to a less efficient join of Example 7.1. Note that both
joins are valid solutions of the sketch.
<latexit sha1_base64="M8wNGEWtmZABDd48MetQ9x/W9V0=">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</latexit>
<latexit

Summarized Loop Synthesis

Assuming that the loop is memoryless, summarization of
the loop boils down to the synthesis of the operator ⊚ from
Figure 2(b). We argue why this problem is nearly identical
to the synthesis of a homomorphic join.
Proposition 7.2. A multidimensional rightward function f
(as defined in Definition 4.1) is memoryless iff every member
of the family of functions is ⊚-homomorphic.

G

The full proof can be found in [12]. Here, we sketch a high
level argument to provide some intuition. Consider a multidimensional rightward function f as defined in Definition 4.1.
Assume that there exists a binary operator ⊚ and an initial
state 0/ д that satisfy the following condition
def

φ(⊚, 0/ д ) ≡ ∀d ∈ D, δ ∈ S n−1 ,

G(d )(δ ) = d ⊚ G(/0д )(δ ).

It is straightforward to see why the above characterization
is equivalent to the one given in Definition 4.2 for a memoryless rightward function. Moreover, one can prove that
condition φ is equivalent to stating that every member of
the family of functions
is ⊚-homomorphic. Hence, the
operator ⊚ can be synthesized, using the specification φ, as
a homomorphism join operator of the function . This is
the problem addressed in Section 7.1.
It is important to note that the complexity budget for
a memoryless join operator ⊚ may differ from that of the
parallel join operator ⊙. The budget for ⊙ is determined by
the depth of the summarized loop nest as formulated in the
definition of parallelizability (Definition 6.2). The budget for
⊚ is determined by the depth of the original loop nest. Note
that in Figure 7, k is the depth of the summarized loop nest
and n is the depth of the original loop nest.

G

G

8

Automatic Lifting

As argued in Section 5.3, a memoryless lift is a special instance of the homomorphism lift and both problems admit
the same algorithmic solution. Here, we present an algorithm for discovering a homomorphism lift, which would
respectively apply to modules (III) and (IV) in Figure 7.
8.1

Rewriting Oracle

Assume a memoryless function f : S n → D defined recursively as f (σ ) = foldl(⊕) ◦ map(д)(σ ) is not a homomorphism. Let h : SD → D be the summarization of f , as defined
in Proposition 4.6, that is:
h([]) = f ([])
∀a ∈ D : h(x • [a]) = h(x ) ⊕ a
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for x ∈ SD and a ∈ D. Recall that according to Theorem 5.3,
a lifting for h can be computed instead of a lifting for f .
Let x, y ∈ SD , ⃗s = h(x ), and y = [a 1 , . . . , ak ] (with ai ∈ D).
The sequential computation of h(x • y) can be written as:

(a)

Sequential unfolding of
maximum top-left rectangle

<latexit sha1_base64="15ExEL9vFF4mqPPpuoRUAyFFsHU=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1jd04IR36CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHqr0clCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm6GdUo2CSz0r91PCEsgkd8Z6likbc+Nni1Bm5sMqQhLG2pZAs1N8TGY2MmUaB7Ywojs2qNxf/83ophtd+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzP8mQ6E5Qzm1hDIt7K2EjammDG06JRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcquDBFTTgDprQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP4gLjUg=</latexit>

p
lo o

<latexit sha1_base64="l6mubslANJioQmCOg9aVkD2O8wA=">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</latexit>

k

max
<latexit sha1_base64="N7EWMjity4olA7swJbx8Gj1EfRw=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4AmlMl02g6dScLMjVhCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuhtRwKSLeQoGSdxPNqQol74ST29zvPHJtRBw94DThgaKjSAwFo2gl31cUxwIzRZ9m/WrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZr96pc/iFmqeIRMUmN6nptgkFGNgkk+q/ip4QllEzriPUsjqrgJsnnmGTmzyoAMY21fhGSu/t7IqDJmqkI7mWc0y14u/uf1UhxeB5mIkhR5xBaHhqkkGJO8ADIQmjOUU0so08JmJWxMNWVoa6rYErzlL6+S9kXdc+ve/WWtcVPUUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAHTWgBgwSe4RXenNR5cd6dj8VoySl2juEPnM8fqFySEw==</latexit>

sha1_base64="4LaMNe1PwQqvaXfoPkf6lXKZrLc=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4WrKtYr0VvXisYD+gXUo2zbax2c2SZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabuCij4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG4w/nKXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLff0jJVlDWpFFJ1AqKZ4DFrGm4E6ySKkSgQrB2Mr2Z++54pzWV8ayYJ8yMyjHnIKTFWagkpEzTul8rYxXMg7J6dYlyrWlKpetXaBfJyqww5Gv3Se28gaRqx2FBBtO56ODF+RpThVLBpsZdqlhA6JkPWtTQmEdN+Nr92io6tMkChVLZig+bq94mMRFpPosB2RsSM9G9vJv7ldVMT1vyMx0lqWEwXi8JUICPR7HU04IpRIyaWEKq4vRXREVGEGhtQ0Ybw9Sn6n7Qqrodd76ZSrl/mcRTgEI7gBDw4hzpcQwOaQOEOHuAJnh3pPDovzuuidcnJZw7gB5y3T6DEjyc=</latexit>

<latexit

rec[m

1] +

<latexit sha1_base64="0NoTzahstE54pnaIFtFSavBR9oU=">AAACJXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LLaCIJakFz0oFL14rGBroYlhs93apbtJ2J0IJeTPePGvePFgEcGTf8Vt2oO2Phh4vDezO/OCWHANtv1lFZaWV1bXiuuljc2t7Z3y7l5bR4mirEUjEalOQDQTPGQt4CBYJ1aMyECw+2B4PfHvn5jSPArvYBQzT5LHkPc5JWAkv3yRuvkjqWK9DLsAWDGaVbvy1PHwCXZ1Iv2UX9rZQzo0PhHxgPg8t6vYL1fsmp0DLxJnRipohqZfHru9iCaShUAF0brr2DF4KVHAqWBZyU00iwkdkkfWNTQkkmkvzRfM8JFRergfKVMh4Fz9PZESqfVIBqZTEhjoeW8i/ud1E+ifeykP4wRYSKcf9ROBIcKTyHCPm0xAjAwhVHGzK6YDoggFE2zJhODMn7xI2vWaY9ec23qlcTWLo4gO0CE6Rg46Qw10g5qohSh6Rq/oHY2tF+vN+rA+p60Fazazj/7A+v4B1yOkJw==</latexit>

max
<latexit sha1_base64="N7EWMjity4olA7swJbx8Gj1EfRw=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4AmlMl02g6dScLMjVhCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuhtRwKSLeQoGSdxPNqQol74ST29zvPHJtRBw94DThgaKjSAwFo2gl31cUxwIzRZ9m/WrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZr96pc/iFmqeIRMUmN6nptgkFGNgkk+q/ip4QllEzriPUsjqrgJsnnmGTmzyoAMY21fhGSu/t7IqDJmqkI7mWc0y14u/uf1UhxeB5mIkhR5xBaHhqkkGJO8ADIQmjOUU0so08JmJWxMNWVoa6rYErzlL6+S9kXdc+ve/WWtcVPUUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAHTWgBgwSe4RXenNR5cd6dj8VoySl2juEPnM8fqFySEw==</latexit>

h(x • [a 1 , . . . , ak ]) = (· · · (⃗s ⊕ a 1 ) ⊕ · · · ) ⊕ ak .

(1)
rec[0] +

Lifting h to a homomorphism ĥ D corresponds to extending the image of h to D × D ′ and lifting the initial state to
′
′
(⃗
s 0 , s⃗0′ ) = ĥ D ([]). If ĥ D is a homomorphism, then there exists
′
a binary operator ⊙ such that ((⃗s , s⃗′ ) = fˆD (σ )):
′

<latexit sha1_base64="DCjWlECldMr3t2ysJ7UAhQFDtrM=">AAACInicbVDNS8MwHE3n15xfVY9egpsgiKPdRb0NvXic4D6gLSVN0y0sTUuSCqPsb/Hiv+LFg6KeBP8Ys64H3XwQeLzf18sLUkalsqwvo7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O6Z+wc9mWQCky5OWCIGAZKEUU66iipGBqkgKA4Y6Qfjm1m9/0CEpAm/V5OUeDEachpRjJSWfPPK5QnlIeEK5m6xLhcknEJXKSgInjac+Nz2oOueQRexdIR8q1Aa0DfrVtMqAJeJXZI6KNHxzQ83THAW61uYISkd20qVlyOhKGZkWnMzSVKEx2hIHE05ion08sLTFJ5oJYRRIvTTXgv190SOYikncaA7Y6RGcrE2E/+rOZmKLr2c8jRThOP5oShjUCVwlhcMqY5BsYkmCAuqvUI8QgJhpVOt6RDsxS8vk16raVtN+65Vb1+XcVTBETgGp8AGF6ANbkEHdAEGj+AZvII348l4Md6Nz3lrxShnDsEfGN8/E5SipA==</latexit>

↵i [m

1]
(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="A3/nS2rLohv9Q9aqPU4UtET9Omk=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1jd04IR36CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHqrB5aBccWvuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j1LFY248bPFqTNyYZUhCWNtSyFZqL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDK/9TKgkRa7YclGYSoIxmf9NhkJzhnJqCWVa2FsJG1NNGdp0SjYEb/XlddKu1zy35t3XK42bPI4inME5VMGDK2jAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwCJkI1J</latexit>

Parallel join
<latexit sha1_base64="kVTpqzFqYn8pPmGsOCXTt/olFAg=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMMJgUSExVUkXmFAlFsYi0YfURJXj3LSmjh3ZDlJVdWHhV1gYQIiVf2Djb3DbDNByJEtH59x7fe+JMs608bxvZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3dt3Dw5bWuaKQpNKLlUnIho4E9A0zHDoZApIGnFoR8Prqd9+AKWZFHdmlEGYkr5gCaPEWKnnngRCMhGDMDjQCW4QRTgHju+tintuxat6M+Bl4hekggo0eu5XEEuap3Yc5UTrru9lJhwTZRjlMCkHuYaM0CHpQ9dSQVLQ4Xh2xQSfWSXGiVT22XVm6u+OMUm1HqWRrUyJGehFbyr+53Vzk1yGYyay3ICg84+SnGMj8TQSHDMF1PCRJYQqZnfFdGCDoMYGV7Yh+IsnL5NWrep7Vf+2VqlfFXGU0DE6RefIRxeojm5QAzURRY/oGb2iN+fJeXHenY956YpT9ByhP3A+fwC725gK</latexit>

max
<latexit sha1_base64="N7EWMjity4olA7swJbx8Gj1EfRw=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4AmlMl02g6dScLMjVhCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuhtRwKSLeQoGSdxPNqQol74ST29zvPHJtRBw94DThgaKjSAwFo2gl31cUxwIzRZ9m/WrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZr96pc/iFmqeIRMUmN6nptgkFGNgkk+q/ip4QllEzriPUsjqrgJsnnmGTmzyoAMY21fhGSu/t7IqDJmqkI7mWc0y14u/uf1UhxeB5mIkhR5xBaHhqkkGJO8ADIQmjOUU0so08JmJWxMNWVoa6rYErzlL6+S9kXdc+ve/WWtcVPUUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAHTWgBgwSe4RXenNR5cd6dj8VoySl2juEPnM8fqFySEw==</latexit>

1
l o op
sha1_base64="9F0FBuYn9G9nb72HOngR6S+nnR0=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB05JtFeut6MVjBfsB7VKyabaNZjdLkhXK0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0KKvpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbTD+cApLyyura8X10sbm1vZOeXevrWWqKGtRKaTqBkQzwWPWMtwI1k0UI1EgWCe4u5z5nXumNJfxjZkkzI/IKOYhp8RYqS2kTJA3KFewi+dA2D09wbhes6Ra82r1c+TlVgVyNAfl9/5Q0jRisaGCaN3zcGL8jCjDqWDTUj/VLCH0joxYz9KYREz72fzaKTqyyhCFUtmKDZqr3ycyEmk9iQLbGREz1r+9mfiX10tNWPczHiepYTFdLApTgYxEs9fRkCtGjZhYQqji9lZEx0QRamxAJRvC16fof9Kuuh52vetqpXGRx1GEAziEY/DgDBpwBU1oAYVbeIAneHak8+i8OK+L1oKTz+zDDzhvn0jcju0=</latexit>

rec[m 1]
+ ↵0 [m 1]

i=0

↵i [0]

<latexit sha1_base64="N7EWMjity4olA7swJbx8Gj1EfRw=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4AmlMl02g6dScLMjVhCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuhtRwKSLeQoGSdxPNqQol74ST29zvPHJtRBw94DThgaKjSAwFo2gl31cUxwIzRZ9m/WrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZr96pc/iFmqeIRMUmN6nptgkFGNgkk+q/ip4QllEzriPUsjqrgJsnnmGTmzyoAMY21fhGSu/t7IqDJmqkI7mWc0y14u/uf1UhxeB5mIkhR5xBaHhqkkGJO8ADIQmjOUU0so08JmJWxMNWVoa6rYErzlL6+S9kXdc+ve/WWtcVPUUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAHTWgBgwSe4RXenNR5cd6dj8VoySl2juEPnM8fqFySEw==</latexit>

rec[m 1]+
X
max
↵j [m 1]

0i<k
<latexit sha1_base64="/eYRZX+gdQruQWlBR9FyhqBa3o4=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit>
sha1_base64="w4UkRlnU3C2YqKdQV285xzUrFQg=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="jQpyHEINRMnApJx/RAFgrmjqBfU=">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</latexit>

max

0ji

<latexit sha1_base64="N7EWMjity4olA7swJbx8Gj1EfRw=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4AmlMl02g6dScLMjVhCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuhtRwKSLeQoGSdxPNqQol74ST29zvPHJtRBw94DThgaKjSAwFo2gl31cUxwIzRZ9m/WrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZr96pc/iFmqeIRMUmN6nptgkFGNgkk+q/ip4QllEzriPUsjqrgJsnnmGTmzyoAMY21fhGSu/t7IqDJmqkI7mWc0y14u/uf1UhxeB5mIkhR5xBaHhqkkGJO8ADIQmjOUU0so08JmJWxMNWVoa6rYErzlL6+S9kXdc+ve/WWtcVPUUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAHTWgBgwSe4RXenNR5cd6dj8VoySl2juEPnM8fqFySEw==</latexit>

max

(2)

<latexit sha1_base64="N7EWMjity4olA7swJbx8Gj1EfRw=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4AmlMl02g6dScLMjVhCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuhtRwKSLeQoGSdxPNqQol74ST29zvPHJtRBw94DThgaKjSAwFo2gl31cUxwIzRZ9m/WrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZr96pc/iFmqeIRMUmN6nptgkFGNgkk+q/ip4QllEzriPUsjqrgJsnnmGTmzyoAMY21fhGSu/t7IqDJmqkI7mWc0y14u/uf1UhxeB5mIkhR5xBaHhqkkGJO8ADIQmjOUU0so08JmJWxMNWVoa6rYErzlL6+S9kXdc+ve/WWtcVPUUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAHTWgBgwSe4RXenNR5cd6dj8VoySl2juEPnM8fqFySEw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="cIBW70STXOBA91YgEKisxbHNoHg=">AAAB9XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKmPZW9OKxgv2AJpbNdtMu3WzC7kQpof/DiwdFvPpfvPlv3LYRVPTBwOO9GWbmBYngGmz7wyqsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Djo5TRVmbxiJWvYBoJrhkbeAgWC9RjESBYN1gcjn3u3dMaR7LG5gmzI/ISPKQUwJGus08AByB8AaK0dmgXLGrDad+5rrYrtoLGOK4tXOngZ1cqaAcrUH53RvGNI2YBCqI1n3HTsDPiAJOBZuVvFSzhNAJGbG+oZJETPvZ4uoZPjHKEIexMiUBL9TvExmJtJ5GgemMCIz1b28u/uX1UwjrfsZlkgKTdLkoTAWGGM8jwENungUxNYRQxc2tmI6JIhRMUCUTwten+H/SqVUdk8x1rdK8yOMooiN0jE6Rg1zURFeohdqIIoUe0BN6tu6tR+vFel22Fqx85hD9gPX2CRImkuA=</latexit>

First, the following proposition, adapted from Theorem
6.2 of [11], indicates that s⃗′ is not relevant to the discovery
′
of the lifting ĥ D .
Proposition 8.1. If there exists a ⊙-homomorphic lifting ĥ D
′
of h, then there exists a ⊛-homomorphic lifting ĥ D where for
all c, d ∈ D and c ′, d ′ ∈ D ′, there exists functions θ and θ ′
such that
′

(c, c ′ ) ⊛ (d, d ′ ) = (θ (c, d, d ′ ), θ ′ (c, d, c ′, d ′ )).
The significance of Proposition 8.1 is that the value of
the D component of the join result (i.e. θ (c, d, d ′ )) need not
depend on the value of the D ′ component of its left input
(i.e. c ′). Interpreting this for equation 2, we conclude that
′
the value of π D (h(x ) ⊙ ĥ D ([a 1 , . . . , ak ])), only depends on
′
h(x ) and ĥ D ([a 1 , . . . , ak ]). Therefore, one can imagine an
algorithm that starts from an arbitrary state ⃗s = h(x ) and
′
tries to guess what ĥ D ([a 1 , . . . , ak ])) should look like (as in
what D ′ should be) so that such a join exists. Specifically,
there is a function θ such that:
(· · · ((⃗s ⊕ a 1 ) ⊕ · · · ) ⊕ ak ) =

i=0

max

<latexit

′
′
ĥ D (x • y) = (⃗s , s⃗′ ) ⊙ ĥ D ([a 1 , . . . , ak ])


ˆ 1 ) ⊕ˆ · · · ) ⊕a
ˆ k .
= (⃗s , s⃗′ ) ⊙ · · · (((⃗
s 0 , s⃗0′ ) ⊕a

<latexit sha1_base64="ZH9oYi0rVkMi5L/Ccs9JycpNU+U=">AAACIXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsBUEoSTd2I1QdOOygn1AE8NkOm2HTh7M3Agl5Ffc+CtuXCjSnfgzTtMstPXAhcM5987ce/xYcAWW9WWsrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+bRcUdFiaSsTSMRyZ5PFBM8ZG3gIFgvlowEvmBdf3I797tPTCoehQ8wjZkbkFHIh5wS0JJnNlInfySVbJBhBwBLRrNq33LxJXZUEngpv7ayx3SiXSLiMfG4NqvYMytWzcqBV4ldkAoq0PLMmTOIaBKwEKggSvVtKwY3JRI4FSwrO4liMaETMmJ9TUMSMOWm+XIZPtfKAA8jqSsEnKu/J1ISKDUNfN0ZEBirZW8u/uf1Exg23JSHcQIspIuPhonAEOF5XHjAdR4gppoQKrneFdMxkYSCDrWsQ7CXT14lnXrNtmr2fb3SvCniKKFTdIYukI2uUBPdoRZqI4qe0St6Rx/Gi/FmfBqzReuaUcycoD8wvn8AGuSiyQ==</latexit>

Pk

Pk

(3)
D′

θ (⃗s , h([a 1 , . . . , ak ]), π D ′ ◦ ĥ ([a 1 , . . . , ak ]))
and, the third component of θ is the auxiliary computation
that needs to be discovered. Note that θ could stand for the
computation of a loop nest, in contrast to the setting in [11]
where it stood for an expression (i.e. loop-free code), which
means the lifting algorithm in [11] is not applicable and a
new lifting algorithm is required. Equation 3 is the key to
our algorithmic solution. The left hand side corresponds to
the sequential execution and the right hand side corresponds
to a parallel one. Since the join does not have access to the
′
input (i.e. a 1 , . . . , ak ), the value of π D ′ ◦ ĥ D ([a 1 , . . . , ak ])
′
(i.e. the extra information in the signature of ĥ D ) has to be
computed by the worker threads and passed on to the join.
Example 8.2. Figure 8 illustrates the two sides of Equation
3 for the maximum top-left rectangle example of Section 2.2.
Variables in red indicate the values of state variables from ⃗s .
Each α technically should include a field for rec[] and a field
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Figure 8. Sequential (a) vs parallel (b) computations.
for mtl_rec of the saved states after summarization. But, we
abuse notation and take α[i] to mean α .rec[i] for brevity.
Note that the sequential computation executes k instances of
a loop that iterates m times to update the value of mtl_rec
variable; one for each row of the original input. However, in
the parallel join, there is budget only for one (or generally
constantly many) of these loops. The two (expression) trees
(a) and (b) correspond to equivalent computations. The tree
(b) is more compact provided that the values of the terms
P
max 0≤i <k 0≤j ≤i α j [l] are available (i.e. computed before
the join). These are exactly the auxiliary computations that
are extrapolated, once the left tree (a) is rewritten to the
equivalent right tree (b), and are stored in the max_rec[]
variable in Figure 5(c).
8.2

The Algorithm

If one starts from an arbitrary unfolding of the sequential
computation (i.e. the lefthand side of Equation 3 for an arbitrary k), and attempts to rewrite it to a form that adheres
to the righthand side, then one can extrapolate a guess for
′
′
π D ′ ◦ĥ D from π D ′ ◦ĥ D ([a 1 , . . . , ak ]). Let us assume an oracle
Normalize performs the left-to-right hand side transformation, and another oracle Discover-Recursion discovers the
′
implementation of the D ′ components of ĥ D . The Normalize
oracle transforms an expression into another, while the goal
of Discover-Recursion is to synthesize a function f ′ from the
expression of its unfolding on an input sequence. We propose
heuristic algorithms implementing these two oracles.
The algorithm for Normalize uses (generic) algebraic equalities, applies them step by step until it reaches the desired
form. The key question is, how would the algorithm know
that it has reached its target? To characterize this, we need
to define a normal form for θ .
~
Normal form. An expression ec over scalar
variables is in constant normal form if it is of
the form illustrated on the right where exps exps expi
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is an expression containing only state variables, expi is an
expression of input variables of a 1 , a 2 , . . . ak , and ⊛ stands for
a constant-size expression skeleton consisting of operators
and constants (i.e. no variables).
Definition 8.3. An expression e is in >-recursive normal
form if it is defined recursively using an operator > as e =
ec | ec > e, where ec is in constant normal form (the base
case) and > satisfies the same condition as ⊛.
For example, in Figure 8(b), each leaf of the tree is in
constant normal form, and therefore, the entire tree is in
max-recursive normal form.
The normal form does not have to be unique, and in the
context of parallelization, one aims for the simplest normal
form. Intuitively, the constant normal form corresponds to a
constant time join. The expressions over input variables are
precisely what need to be additionally computed and made
available to the parallel join. However, the parallel join, in
general, may not be constant time and the recursive nature
of the definition addresses this. Note that the definition can
be easily generalized to higher dimensions by replacing the
constant normal form by another recursive normal form
(over a distinct fresh operator, e.g. ?).
Normalization. Implementing an ideal rewriting oracle is
impossible, since the problem of existence of a normal form is
undecidable in the general case (equivalent to the word problem). There has been a lot of research in the area of rewrite
systems notably for associative and commutative operators
[28, 31] that can inspire several heuristics for normalization.
We employ a cost-based search for the normal form as a
heuristic to work around the undecidability. Our algorithm
uses a set of standard algebraic equalities as rewrite rules
R and searches for the shortest normal form. The rules in R
are applied to an expression if they reduce its cost, and the
rewriting process terminates when no rule can be applied.
Our algorithm operates in two phases. In the first phase, its
goal is to find a constant normal form. If it succeeds, the task
is done (e.g. this is the case for lifting the example from the
introduction). If it fails, the second phase tries to rewrite the
result of the first phase into a recursive normal form. Both
phases perform a cost-based search and are distinguished by
their cost functions. The cost function for the first phase is
defined by the number of occurrences and the depth of the
state variables (of h) in the expression tree. The cost function
is identical to the one from [11], which is no coincidence
since the approach in [11] only uses constant normal forms.
In the second phase, the algorithm makes a guess about
>, inspired by expression e which is the result of the first
phase, and attempts to rewrite e to a >-recursive normal
form. Since phase one forces ⃗s (or h(x )) to the lowest possible
depth, operators that appear near the root of expression e are
good candidates for >. The algorithm chooses the simplest
> such that e = ec > e ′, where ec is in constant normal
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form and e ′ is an arbitrary expression. The normalization
of the second phase is done using a cost function, which
is parametric on >. For a given >, the function combines
the sum of the sizes of expressions not in constant normal
form and the count of expressions in constant normal form
to produce a cost for the entire expression.
Definition 8.4. The cost function Cost> : Exp → int × int
relative to operator > returning a pair (size, c > ) is defined
by:
Cost> (e 1 ) + Cost> (e 2 )





Cost> (e) = 
(0, 1)




 (expsize (e), 0)

if e = e 1 > e 2 ,
if e is in constant
normal form,
otherwise.

where expsize returns the size of the expression tree.
Intuitively, the expression is in >-recursive normal form
when it has cost (0, _). Moreover, we are interested in the
normal form with the smallest count of subexpressions in
constant normal form. A rule is applied if it decreases size or,
if it increases c > when size cannot be decreased and size > 0.
In the example of Figure 8, the expression in (a) is initially
in max-recursive normal form with cost (0, km + 1). When
the expression is rewritten in the first phase (using the cost
function from [11]) with the aim of reducing the occurrences
and depths of state variables, the cost goes down, but the normal form is lost. Since a constant normal form is not reached
at the end of the first phase, the second phase is applied,
using the cost function above, which yields the expression
in Figure 8(b). This expression is in max-recursive normal
form with cost (0, m + 1).
If the process fails to find a normal form for >, then another operator ? is guessed and the process is repeated.
Since the expressions are finite-sized, only a finite number
of guesses are necessary and the process is guaranteed to
terminate. This simple heuristic is a small part of the contributions of this paper, though it is promisingly effective as
demonstrated in Section 9.
Recursion discovery The normalize heuristic distills the
′
π D ◦ ĥ D ([a 1 , . . . , ak ]) part from its input expression, which
we know is required for a join operation to exist. It remains
to discover the recursive (i.e. looped) computation that can
be added to the original program that would produce this
required information. More precisely, the goal of recursion
discovery is to synthesize a function that computes the ex′
pression uk ≡ π D ′ ◦ ĥ D ([a 1 , . . . , ak ]) for any k > 0. Recursion discovery, based on input/output examples, has been
previously studied [25]. Our specific instance of the problem
is simpler and amenable to a simple heuristic solution.
Since uk is recursively (rightward) computable, there is
an operator ⊞ such that uk = uk −1 ⊞ ak for k > 0. If uk −1
and uk are simple expressions, we can extrapolate a hint on
what ⊞ is by identifying uk −1 as a subexpression of uk (that is
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precisely the subtree isomorphism [37]). In general, however,
uk , uk −1 and ak can be collections of complex expressions;
i.e. lists of expressions as is the case for the example of Section 2.2. The solution remains the same, except, we identify
families of subtree isomorphisms. In our implementation,
we simplify the problem further by looking for specific patterns of subtree isomorphisms corresponding to recursion
schemes such as zip, scans or folds. For example, a zip operator translates to having each expression in uk −1 isomorphic
to a subtree of one expression in uk .
P
For example, the expression sequence max 0≤i <k 0≤j ≤i α j [l]
(for 0 ≤ l < m) from Figure 8(b) can be computed in an auxiliary array max_rec[] using a zip operation and the state
variable rec[] as follows:
max_rec = zip (max ) rec max_rec.
More details on the recursion discovery algorithm can be
found in [12].
Complexity. Our proposed lifting algorithm bounds an infinite search space through a cost function. In the worst case,
the algorithm has to explore a full-size tree with the depth of
the cost of the original expression (since the cost is strictly
decreasing), which is linear on the size of the expression. The
branching factor is bounded by the number of rewrite rules
multiplied by the size of the input expression, which provides a very coarse upper bound on the number of applicable
rules at each step. For an expression of size n and given m
rewrite rules, the worst case complexity is O((nm) n ). In practice, however, far fewer than mn rules are applicable at each
point since only rules that decrease the expression cost are
considered applicable, and the lifting algorithm is lightning
fast, taking less than a second for all our benchmarks.

9

Experimental Evaluation

Implementation Our methodology is implemented as an
addition to our existing tool ParSynt [13]. We employ a new
incremental approach to synthesizing the join to mitigate the
large search problem. For a function f with range D, the state
of the loop is partitioned into incrementally larger substates
D 1 ⊂ D 2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ D such that the computation in f of
variables in D i does not depend on variables in D i+1 . Once a
join for the range restriction of f to D i has been synthesized,
we only need to synthesize the join components for the
variables D i+1 \ D i to obtain the join for the range restriction
to D i+1 . This remark drives our incremental approach to
join synthesis. All synthesis times improve as a result of this
strategy, but the complex ones improve more substantially;
for example, for maximum top-left subarray, the synthesis
time is reduced from over 1000 to 116.3 seconds.
9.1
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paper, and therefore, our evaluation of ParSynt is not comparative. The theoretical results presented in this paper justify many of the choices made in our proposed methodology.
There are two key parts of the algorithmic modules, however,
that require empirical evaluation:
1. The effectiveness of the heuristics proposed in Section
8 for lifting; the (necessarily) incomplete algorithm
has no theoretical guarantees for success.
2. The efficiency of SyGuS-based solution for parallel join
generation and loop summarization; it is impossible
to theoretically predict join synthesis times.
Benchmarks. We use a diverse set of benchmarks, where
some implement highly non-trivial single-pass algorithms
over multidimensional arrays. Since a standard set of benchmarks for this problem space does not exist, we included
any example we could find in the related work and parallel
programming/algorithms text books, but only those that admit a divide-and-conquer solution according to Definition
6.2. Table 1 includes a complete list. It is important to note
that the difficulty of an instance is not directly co-related
with code size or the classic notions of dependence such as
sparsity of dependencies. Rather, it depends on how complex
the required added computation is. Benchmark codes are
available online [13].
Performance of ParSynt . Table 1 presents the times spent
in the two steps summarized loop and parallel join generation. We do not report the individual times for liftings, since
they are negligible compared to the synthesis times; largest
lifting time was 12ms (3 orders of magnitude less than smallest synthesis times). Table 1 reports how many auxiliary
accumulators were discovered during the lifting. To get a
sense of how significant the syntactic restrictions based on
the weak inverse are, consider as an example that synthesizing a join for the benchmark max top strip without them
would take 12.1 seconds. Moreover, using a straightforward
syntax-guided synthesis scheme (instead of deductive style
algorithm of Section 8), it took over 40 minutes to find the
auxiliary for mbbs which is arguably the simplest instance
that requires lifting.
Quality of the Synthesized Code. A divide-and-conquer
parallelization, in the style of this paper, is a data parallel
program with no inter-thread dependencies, and therefore,
reasonable parallelization speedups are expected. We implemented our produced parallel solutions using Intel’s Thread
Building Blocks (TBB) library [33] as well as OpenMP, to
measure the speedups over the sequential variations. TBB
turned out to produce better performing parallel programs.
Speedups for four instances (one from each category) at 16
threads are compared below.

Evaluation

To the best of our knowledge, there is no tool or technique
that can parallelize the class of programs considered in this

OpenMP
TBB

max bot strip
11.0
12.7

mbbs
8.6
10.7

mode
11.0
11.5

bp
7.8
8.9

LCS

inter. ranges

mode

loop, 1D inputs
balanced substr.

2D

max-dist

loop/input

max left box

overlapping ranges

pyramid ranges

increasing ranges

bp (Sec. 2.1)

max top-right rect.

max bot-left rect.

mtls (Sec. 2.2)
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max top box

3D

loop/input
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saddle point

min-max col.
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diagonal gradient

vertical gradient

sum

sorted

2D

max segment box
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mbbs (Sec. 1)
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Summarization time 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.5 4.6 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.6 1.4 30.2 1.4 5.3 6.2 2.5 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 2.1 2.4 1.4 54.9 1.3 2.3
# Aux required
- 1 - - - - - - 1 2
1
1
1
1* 1* 2 2 - 1 2
- - - - ✗
Join synthesis time 2.3 1.1 1.1 1.1 2.5 2.3 5.4 6.1 11.8 64.1 11.2 116.3 216.2 313.5 8.1 † 10.5 2.6 3.3 2.5 7.1 52.3 11.2 22.7 4.0 11.5 1.5 ✗

Table 1. Experimental results for performance of ParSynt . Times are in seconds. “–” indicates that lifting was not required.
Hardware: laptop with 8G RAM and Intel dual core m3-6Y30. The starred numbers of the middle row correspond to auxiliaries
for a memoryless lift, and otherwise for a homomorphism lift. †: time reported is spent by the solver to answer unsat, since the
summarized loop is not parallelizable.
35
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Figure 9. Speedups relative to the sequential implementation. Hardware: 8 eight-core Intel X6550 processors (64 cores
total) and 256G of RAM running 64-bit Ubuntu

Figure 9 illustrates the TBB speedups for up to 32 cores. In
the experiments, the size of the input arrays is about 2bn
elements and the grain size is set at 50k. On average, the
speedups are close to linear on the number of cores up to
around 32 cores. The examples with smaller speedups over
larger number of cores are those that have a more complex
parallel join operator; in particular, those with looped joins.
It is also known [8] that the overhead of TBB increases with
more cores and becomes very significant at 32 cores.
Correctness. Rosette performs bounded verification for
the solutions it generates. To have correctness over all inputs, we use the same scheme as [11] to produce correctness
proofs verified through Dafny [27]. The majority of the programs were verified using the same proof generation scheme
as [11]. However, the bold benchmarks in the table required
additional simple and generic lemmas that lift standard algebraic identities over integers to those over sequences of
integers; for example, x⃗ + max (⃗
y , ⃗z ) = max (⃗
x + y⃗, x⃗ + ⃗z ).

Discussion and Future Work

Input Programs. Theoretically, our approach admits any
program that can be semantically translated to a nested system of recurrence equations. In this model, each loop is a
system of recurrence equations nested in the corresponding system for its surrounding loop. This is in contrast to
other widely used models like System of Affine Recurrence
Equations (SARE) [39], designed to track dependencies, that
represent the loop nest as a flat system of equations associated with an iteration domain. The only strict limitation for
our input programs is that the input should not be modified
by the program. More details on our input model can be
found in [12].
Limitations. Not all loop nests admit an efficient divideand-conquer parallel solution with a syntactic divide operator that is the inverse of concatenation; for example, quick
sort is a divide-and-conquer solution with a non-trivial divide operation whereas merge sort is a divide-and-conquer
solution with a divide that is inverse of concatenation. Synthesis of non-trivial divide operators is an interesting topic
of research for future work.
The dynamic programming instances considered in Bellmania [23] also do not admit an efficient parallelization according to Definition 6.2. Bellmania uses tiling (a different
divide) and a necessary scheduling of dependent tiles to correctly parallelize dynamic programming code. The produced
code, however, is not fully data parallel in the manner resulting from manufacturing homomorphisms. A homomorphism
can be executed in parallel without the need for scheduling.
LCS (longest common substring), a dynamic programming
algorithm, can be rewritten to admit an efficient parallelization (according to Definition 6.2). We used ParSynt on the
modified code, which failed to parallelize it. This is due to the
fact that the auxiliary accumulators required for its lifting
are conditional, and therefore fall beyond the reach of the
heuristics of recursion discovery currently implemented in
ParSynt . To sum up, within the class of programs that do
admit efficient parallelizations (as defined in Definition 6.2),
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the limitations of ParSynt are mainly due to the heuristic
natures of the implementations of the normalization and recursion discovery methods. For more complex computations,
one can imagine that limitations of SyGuS solvers can play a
role in the failure to discover a join that theoretically exists.
Predictability. Due to the semantic nature of our approach,
one cannot predict parallelizability of a loop nest based on
any of its syntactic properties. Since parallelizability is equivalent to the computation being semantically a homomorphism (or liftable to one), the only way to know if a loop nest
is parallelizable is to try to parallelize it. In fact, a negative
is quite hard to prove as the proof of Theorem 6.4 indicates.
Future work. The focus of this paper (and its predecessor [11]) has been on synthesizing homomorphisms which
have simple fixed divide operations. An interesting direction for future research would be solutions for synthesizing
non-trivial divide operations. Note that with the join and
(potentially) the lifting being unknown, throwing in an unknown divide operation in the synthesis problem can make
it substantially more difficult/interesting to solve.

11

Related Work

There is a vast body of literature on parallelizing code. We
review only the closely related work to our approach here.
Homomorphisms for Parallelization Our work is most
closely related to those that exploit homomorphisms for
parallelization [18, 30], and builds up on our recent work
[11], where sequence (list) homomorphisms are automatically synthesized to parallelize simple (non-nested) loops.
This paper is a highly non-trivial generalization of the work
in [11] to arbitrarily nested loops. Less recent attempts in
using derivation of list homomorphisms for parallelization
included methods based on the third homomorphism theorem [16, 18, 30], function composition [15], and quantifier
elimination [29], as well as those based on recurrence equations [4]. These techniques are either not fully automatic, or
rely on additional guidance from the programmer beyond
the input sequential code.
Simple Loop Parallelization More recently in [36], symbolic execution is used to identify and break dependencies
in loops that are hard to parallelize. This approach can be regarded as a dynamic counterpart to that of [11], and its scope
is similarly limited to simple loops. In distributed computing,
a related vein of research has been focused on automatic
production of map/reduce programs, for example, by means
of specific rewrite rules [35] or synthesis [38]. GraSSP [14]
parallelizes a sequential implementation by analyzing data
dependencies and its scope is functions over lists. The (constant sized) prefix information used in [14] is essentially a
special case of the auxiliary accumulators in [11].
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Program Synthesis for Parallel Code Generation In
this paper, the specification for synthesis is the sequential input program, and no other information (such as input/output
examples or a sketch) is required from the programmer. Synthesis techniques have been leveraged for parallel programs
before, instances of which include synthesis of distributed
map/reduce programs from input/output examples [38] and
optimization and parallelization of stencils [24]. Aside from
the use of synthesis, these problem areas and the solutions
have little in common with the scope and approach in this
paper. Bellmania [23] synthesizes divide-and-conquer variations of a class of dynamic programming algorithms with
programmer’s guidance and the notion of divide-and-conquer
(with a fixed divide) in this paper differs from the one that
Bellmania uses.
Parallelizing Compilers and Runtime Environments
Automatic parallelization in compilers has been a prolific
and highly effective field of research, with source-to-source
compilers using highly sophisticated methods to parallelize
generic code [2, 7, 21] or more specialized nested loops with
polyhedral optimization [3, 40]. There is a body of work specific to reductions and parallel-prefix computations [5, 22, 26]
that deals with dependencies that cannot be broken. In contrast to correct source-to-source transformation achieved
through provably correct program transformation rules, the
aim of this paper is to use search (in the style of synthesis),
which facilitates the discovery of equivalent parallel implementations that are not reachable through a pre-established
set of correct transformation rules. There is work in the literature on breaking static dependencies at runtime [34] based
on the observation that actual runtime dependencies happen
rarely in some sparse problems. The scope of applicability
of our method is different and we consider these techniques
to be complementary. In [6], a static two-phase solution is
proposed that resolves dependencies in the first phase, and
can proceed to perform independent parallel tasks in the second. We view the approach in this paper as complementary
to these techniques.
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